When the weapon is moved onto the Users back it
is facing muzzle down and is able to be Rapid
Cinched from the front, securing the weapon (as
tightly as desired) to his/her back. Release Rapid
Cinch by pulling upward on the Tension Lock.

Fighting Mode

Over Strong Shoulder Reverse Carry
By reversing the M2P and putting the Closed Cell
Foam Pad toward the barrel the User can move
the weapon onto his/her back to have the weapon
carried muzzle up.
Rapid Cinch is accomplished with the same
motion as Under Strong Shoulder Carry (by
pulling down on the Rapid Cinch Strap which will
be located on the Users front when the weapon is
to the rear. Release Rapid Cinch same as above.

Fighting Mode

Over Strong Shoulder Carry
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This carry style will allow the weapon to be Rapid
Cinched to the front of the User. When the
weapon is needed it can be easily released with
the Tension Lock. If there is no time the User can
simply activate one of the two Quick Detach
buckles on either end of the Mission Spec M2P.
This carry style works great for fast roping or other
situations where the rifle will be needed quickly.

Rapid Cinch
allows the User to
secure the
weapon as tightly
as necessary to
his/her body in
order to accomplish other tasks
(rendering aid,
climbing, going
hands on).

Storage Mode with Rapid Cinch

By placing your Strong Side Arm through the
sling this carry position allows the Closed Cell
Foam Pad to rest on the Users shoulder and help
distribute the weight of the weapon.

Storage Mode with Rapid Cinch

Fighting Mode

Under Strong Shoulder Carry

Storage Mode with Rapid Cinch

Mission Spec Two Point Sling (M2P)

Mounting
System
The included
mounting
hardware
will attach to
your AR-15
(or like) rifle
with these 3
easy steps.
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